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COGNITIVE DOMINANCE
IN THE AGE OF DISTRACTION

What does cognitive dominance mean, and why
does it matter to us? If you’re thinking of Mr. Spock
and his Vulcan mind-meld, that ain’t it.

O

r Darth Vader strangling his lieutenant from across the room; that’s in
the R&D phase, but not here yet.
Hordes of AI-enabled bots swarming an objective and accomplishing a mission seemingly by magic? Cool if you are a Lockheed-

BY: JOHN NOWELL
Martin salesman, but that’s not really in our
wheelhouse.1
The U.S. Army defines it as “a position
of intellectual advantage over a situation or adversary that fosters proactive agility over reactive adaptation,

facilitating the ability to anticipate
change before it occurs.”2 If that leaves
you feeling a little … “dominated” … you
are not alone.
At the tactical level, Cognitive Dominance
means treating the Brain Housing Group as
your primary weapons system. It means
thinking clearly, acting effectively and being
prepared to change course in an instant if
the situation calls for it. It means operating
smart and strong, and it outweighs all other
factors in determining
continued on next page
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OUR LAWYERS INSIST WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING DISCLAIMER: You
may die in an emergency, even if you follow this training to the
letter. You might get hurt doing some of the exercises suggested,
hurt someone else, or be subject to civil or criminal liability if
you do anything mentioned in this newsletter. Verify that the actions mentioned are legal where you are before even considering
them. This is presented as a tool to help increase your chance of
surviving natural and manmade disasters. While we guarantee
your satisfaction with the information, we can not guarantee your
survival or well-being. The author provides information about his
experiences and preparations and gives general information. He is
not an accountant, doctor, investment advisor or attorney and is
not in the business of advising individuals on their specific situation. If you need specific professional assistance, please contact
a local professional.
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SYSTEM WITHOUT EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM THE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER.
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The Recognition Primed Decision Model
(RPD) only tells you what to do, while
Cognitive Dominance tells you how to do it.
victory or defeat. Cognitive dominance
doesn’t come easily. It requires work and
discipline and study and even some sweat.
Those who pursue it are forever changed, not
only in combat situations, but in all facets of
their lives.
Cognitive Dominance may be a new buzzword, but it’s a very old concept. In the
earliest stories of the Western Tradition, the
ancient Greeks celebrated the accomplishments of Odysseus, “that man who could
not be confounded.” Throughout the Trojan
War and his ten-year journey home, Odysseus consistently outsmarted all adversaries.
He was strong and brave, but it was his brain
that brought victory at the walls of Troy.3
Throughout history, Napoleon, Grant, Patton
and many others out-thought as well as outfought their opponents.4
THROW AWAY MY OODA LOOP?
Absolutely not! Since the 1960s, Colonel
John Boyd’s cognitive model has proved
itself time and again.5 Thirty years later, Gary
Klein developed his Recognition Primed
Decision Model (RPD), which builds on and
enhances the original OODA Loop.6 But in
both cases, the models only tell you what
to do. Both models (especially RPD) rely
heavily on the experience of the operator.
Cognitive Dominance supports both models
by teaching you how to do it. This enhances
the performance of both seasoned and
inexperienced operators.

WHAT ABOUT MY MUSCLES?
Yep, you still need ‘em. Mens sana in corpore
sano (a sound mind in a healthy body) means
we need a balance, especially in a world of
uncertainty. In fact, physical health and fitness, along with emotional and mental fitness
make up the key components of resilience.
What has changed is our understanding
of the brain and neuroplasticity. In the past
we thought that mental capacity was fixed at
birth. Ulysses, Napoleon and Patton were just
born as military geniuses.You could work on
your biceps, but not your cerebellum. Now
we know that with effort, we can improve
our mental capacity much like we can our
muscles. Technology has also changed the
balance between physical strength and mental power.A smart, strong soldier is a lot more
dangerous than one that is merely strong.
Asymmetric Warfare, Hybrid Forces, Cyber
and Information Warfare, all produced and
supported by our near-peer opponents, demand the best performance our minds and
bodies can achieve.
HOW DO I GET IT?
Cognitive Dominance is an outcome. Unlike your hand-held, air-cooled, magazinefed multi-purpose Shiny Thing, you can’t
buy it. At the individual level it is the result
of mental preparation, situational awareness
and visualization. At the team level it further
requires clear and effective communication.
At any level, it is folly to think that one can
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In the middle
of chaos lies
opportunity.
– Bruce Lee

dominate an environment—any environment—without first controlling the self.
The most dangerous man on the battlefield
is the one who can harness his intellect and
his emotions. The combination of skills, attitudes and training that produce cognitive
dominance in our world is known as Agile
Mindset™. It doesn’t come gift-wrapped.You
have to earn it.7
In his book, Antifragile, Nassim Talib describes three states of existence. Objects,
people and systems are either fragile, robust
or antifragile, depending on how they relate to chaos and uncertainty.8 Detailed war
plans are fragile and vulnerable to uncertainty. Battle drills are robust and endure regardless of the situation. An Agile Mindset™
is antifragile; it benefits from uncertainty
and chaos. Cognitive dominance recognizes
where we are fragile and takes measures to
minimize the risk. It builds the mental and
physical stamina to endure the struggle. And
finally, cognitive dominance allows us to see
and exploit opportunities in the fog of battle.
To survive and thrive in a chaotic and uncertain environment is the hallmark of Agile
Mindset™ and Cognitive Dominance.
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INDIVIDUAL MASTERY:
MENTAL PREPARATION
We live in a world full of distraction, lies and
illusion. At best we cling to a set of values
without knowing how to maintain them. At
worst we are lost in self-delusion and are hapless, helpless and hopeless.You can flail about
in that sea of misery for the rest of your life
or you can learn to think and move and take
action in the world of reality.
The first step is to learn Critical Thinking.
That means evaluating the world as it is, not
as someone else told you or how you wish it
might be. Reality is a harsh teacher, but the
only one that tells the truth.We are all subject
to cognitive biases and sloppy thinking. Critical thinking allows you to become truthful
to yourself and to cut through the fog of illusions. There are plenty of resources to teach
you how to throw a punch or shoot a pistol,
but precious few to teach you how to think.A
good place to start is with the U.S. Army’s Applied Critical Thinking Handbook.9 Next is
to embrace a Heritage of Experience™. General George S. Patton frequently said,“There is
no excuse for any of my officers not to have
2,000 years of combat experience.”

More than simply reading history, Heritage
of Experience™ means mastering the art,
absorbing the grit and sharing honest experiences between peers. It means studying your
opponent and yourself for relative strengths
and weaknesses. It enables pattern matching
and the high-stress/high stakes skill of Recognition Primed Decisions whether you are a
novice or a veteran.
MASTERY OF ANY SITUATION
Once you have a handle on yourself, it’s time
to face the world. True Situational Awareness, based on Reality, is the first step. As
with critical thinking, situational awareness
is vulnerable to wishful thinking and a multitude of cognitive biases.10 Perception, Comprehension and Projection are the key components of true situational awareness.11
Perception involves all your sensors, observing the external physical, social and
cultural environments as well as your own
internal status. Perception is sharpened by attending to factors that are relevant to your
situation and mission.
Comprehension puts the pieces together
from what your sensors are telling you. A
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key component of comprehension is to accept and infer meaning
from less than perfect information.
Sometimes you must act even if
you only have 70 percent of the
data you need. Pattern recognition,
drawing inferences and filling in
the missing pieces of the puzzle
are the comprehension skills that
can turn 70 percent into enough.
Projection, leading to Visualization, is the Ninja Pinnacle of true
situational analysis and the base for
Cognitive Dominance. If you are
going to act instead of react, you
have to already see what is about
to happen. Predicting outcomes is
not a roll of the dice if you are mentally prepared and have perceived and comprehended the situation accurately. Now, if
you act decisively, you should be a step ahead
of your adversary. That’s the first step on the
road to victory. That’s the outcome of Cognitive Dominance.

With effort, we
can improve our
mental capacity
much like we
can our muscles.

After the Iranian revolution, the new
Islamic Republic of Iran instigates
a series of terrorist attacks around
the world. For what purpose? Col.
Qiao Liang and Col. Wang Xiangsui
unveil a modernized version of
Sun Tzu's tactics. How could this
be unfolding in current events? A
corruptible American President
approaches re-election... who is
trying to manipulate her?

AVAILABLE NOW
ON AMAZON

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE
Be Prepared:
Mentally and physically. Know everything
you can about your mission and your opposition.
Be Present:
Cognitive focus is on the Here and Now.
Not ruminating about the past. Not worrying about the distant future.
Be Open to the Idea:
Don’t cling to your original plan if things
change—which they will. Be agile.
Pattern Match and be Predictive:
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

NASA

below: Auckland Islands.
right: Wreckage of the Grafton.

Island
of the Lost
Shipwrecked at the Edge of the World

Three hundred miles south of New
Zealand, in the Southern Ocean, lie the
Auckland Islands.

I

n January of 1863 a noteworthy shipwreck
stranded men ashore, and then again in
May of 1864 a second ship met the same
fate on nearby reefs. Joan Druett provides a
view of what happened to the survivors of
the two crews. The contrast is stark and illustrative of the need for good leadership, ingenuity, hard work, unity of purpose and proper
mindset in challenging situations.
The Grafton was a schooner under the
command of Captain Thomas Musgrave. He
and members of his crew: his First Mate Francois Raynal, two seamen and a cook, came
ashore after being blown onto a reef at the
southern end of Auckland Island on January
3, 1864. The crew of the Grafton immediately set to work to retrieve everything that
they could from the wreck. The ship had hit
and become stuck, very near shore and it
remained largely intact providing the crew
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BY: JOAN DRUETT
SUMMARY BY: JOHN STEVENSON

with a wealth of scavenging opportunities
throughout their time on the island.
Under the leadership of Captain Musgrave
and First Mate Raynal, the Grafton crew set to
work building a makeshift tent using one of
their sails. They set a fire to keep warm, and
then spread out to scout a more permanent
shelter.
The first attempt was a failure. The crew
members were despondent. But at this moment of crisis, when they could have collapsed, Raynal spoke up and encouraged his
fellow castaways until they were sufficiently
calmed and, “they all agreed that to busy
themselves constructively was the only sensible way out of their difficulties”.
Shortly after the night of crisis, Musgrave
had the men stripping everything of value
from The Grafton. Using some tools that they
found aboard the ship, sails, planks and their

scavenged materials, they built a solid house
by a stream of fresh water within 31 days of
their shipwreck.The ingenuity of the Grafton
crew was amazing. Raynal created a mortar
out of seashells that he roasted on a fire overnight and mixed with sand. He used this concrete to build a stone hearth, a fireplace and a
chimney for the cabin.
When the weather was too bad for the
men to be outside they made furniture, starting with beds, from wood of the ship. They
were described to resemble long wooden
boxes set on legs and filled with mattresses
of dried moss. There was a dining table and a
cook’s table by the fireplace.
They created everything that they needed
from soap, to a furnace to make tools and
nails, to a grindstone to sharpen their tools.
They did all of it with imagination, and what
they had on hand.

www.tacticsandpreparedness.com
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Captain Musgrave’s leadership was the key
to keeping the men together. He started a
school in the evenings that was taught by any
crew member who had a skill to teach. They
all attended the Captain’s Sunday services
each week. Perhaps the best plan for maintaining unity among the group was Raynal’s
idea to nominate a “head of the family” and
have that person voted on by the entire crew.
This person would be in charge of maintaining discipline, adjudicating quarrels and giving out daily tasks. The crew specified that if
the person that was elected was found unfit,
he could be replaced. Raynal nominated Musgrave and he was elected unanimously. This
democratic system erased any resentment
stemming from the traditional separation between officers and sailors onboard the ship.
Everyone had a say in their leadership and
everyone was satisfied.
The Grafton crew had a routine and discipline.They knew their jobs and everyone did
them without complaint. They gathered firewood, hunted seals and birds for food, sewed
and mended clothes and shoes, and did whatever jobs needed doing each day starting at
6 a.m. The routine was by design. Not only
did the constant work provide them with essentials and comforts, it also kept them busy.
In Raynal’s words,“It was hard work like this
that saved them from brooding over their
miserable fate, and giving way to depression.
The constant projects in hand left us little leisure to think of our misfortunes”.
About fifteen months after first being
stranded on Auckland Island, the crew of the
Grafton decided to strengthen and lengthen
their 12-foot dinghy that had been salvaged
from the ship. In this improved boat Musgrave, Raynal and one of the sailors would attempt to sail the 300 miles to New Zealand
and send help back for the rest of the crew.
They started by putting a false keel on it.
This allowed them to lengthen the dinghy by
three feet.They also raised the gunwales by a
foot and then they decked it over. In order to
do this, the crew had to make every bolt and
nail using scrap iron and Raynal’s furnace.
Captain Musgrave also had to stitch new sails
from the Grafton’s old sails. It was a desperate
undertaking done by men who were unified
by a single purpose: escape.
On July 19, 1865, the hour of their departure had arrived. “The goodbyes were heartfelt. The five men had been comrades for the
past twenty months. Since November 12,
1863, the day they had departed from Syd-
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ney, they had shared the same sufferings and
struggles; they had worked in close brotherhood for the good of them all. Because of
consciousness leadership, resourceful technology, unstinting hard work and an outstanding spirit of camaraderie, they had survived
unimaginable privations. Now, one way or another, the strange adventure was over”.

above: Survivors of the Grafton kill sea lions for food.
below: Captain Musgrave.

Captain Musgrave and his small crew sailed
through a hurricane for five days and nights
in their tiny craft before miraculously reaching Port Adventure on Stewart Island at the
southern tip of New Zealand. Once there,
they were able to find private individuals to
help mount a rescue mission back to Auckland Island to recover the last two members
of the Grafton crew. This took over three
weeks to accomplish and would never have
gotten done if they had waited on the government to help due to characteristic bureau-

cratic difficulties. At long last, the entire crew
of the Grafton was rescued from their peril.
The wreck of the 888-ton Invercauld on
May 3, 1864 represented the other side of
the same coin. The Invercauld, captained by
George Dalgarno, ran aground on the reef
on the northern end of the west coast of
Auckland Island. The Invercauld had a crew
of twenty-five men. Nineteen survived the
wreck and made it to shore.
Captain Dalgarno seemed frozen by fear.
He seemed too paralyzed by the situation to
lead the men to search for shelter or food, so
they sat on the beach in freezing conditions
for five days, slowly starving.The crew started
to split into smaller groups. Some went scavenging for food and some just sat where they
were, waiting, it seemed, for direction.
This direction came from twenty-three-year
old Robert Holding, a common seaman of no
rank. Holding was industrious and energetic
from the first morning of the calamity. He began scouting for more sheltered areas where
the crew could set up camp while they remained on the island. Once he had located a
better spot, he tried to get the crew to move
two hundred yards to the more sheltered
location. Many of the men refused to move
and merely sat in apathy. It was suggested by
some of the men that lots be drawn to see
who among them should be eaten first. The
situation had devolved to cannibalism within
three weeks. As the crew became more fragmented, men began dying from starvation
and exposure.There was no camaraderie, and
by the end of the third week their number
was reduced to ten.
Having escaped the cannibalistic group,
Holding went back to find Captain Dalgarno
and his small group of survivors. He found
the officers lying on the ground, having the
two cabin boys bring them water to drink using their shoes to carry it in. They preferred
drinking from shoes to walking a short distance to a stream.
Holding then decided that he would take
a group of five willing men to scout for a
more suitable location where they might
find shelter and food. Then he would return
to prod the rest of the group forward. Holding’s team discovered the remains of a village
named Hardwicke which had been abandoned twelve years earlier when the settlers
had given up the attempt to make a life on
Auckland Island as a lost cause due to the Sub
Antarctic climate. Most everything had been
removed from the village, but there was a
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partially collapsed house with a chimney and
fireplace that provided shelter. At the nearby
beach, Holding and the second mate killed a
sea lion. Upon hearing of food and shelter, the
remainder of the group moved to the Hardwicke settlement.
Instead of using the improvement in their
situation to build on, most of the remaining
ten men deluded themselves into believing
that the settlers would soon return and rescue them.They followed the lead of their captain and did nothing. Holding, on the other
hand, departed on another scouting venture.
He was convinced that by remaining idle in
Hardwicke, the others were signing their
death warrants.
He discovered a beach with many shellfish
to eat, but on returning to camp he saw that
three more men were dead and only three
others would accompany him to the beach
where there was food to be had. He departed
with the three and set up a new camp. The
remainder of the Invercauld crew dwindled
until only Captain George Dalgarno, First Officer Andrew Smith, and seaman Robert Holding remained.
The Captain and the mate expected Holding to provide them with food, and he did
so until the day he asked for help carrying a

large catch of fish. They refused, and Holding
informed them that they could catch their
own fish from then on. Dalgarno and Smith
set up a separate camp in order to ostracize
Holding, whom they considered their inferior.
Dalgarno’s poor leadership appears to have
cost sixteen men their lives in the first five
months that they were on the island and isolated the most competent man among them.
On May 22, 1865, after just over a year on the
island, Captain Dalgarno spotted a ship. The
three castaways lit a signal fire and were delivered from the island. As the ship’s boat approached shore Dalgarno turned to Holding
and said, “Don’t you speak to them, I will be
the one who speaks!” When the ship arrived
in South America, Dalgarno and Smith were
given passage back to England by the British
government but Holding was left penniless in
a strange land to find his own way home.
The contrast of these two shipwrecks is
instructive. There were small differences in
the circumstances of the two crews initially,
however, the outcomes were remarkably dissimilar. Camaraderie, unity of purpose, strong
leadership and ingenuity are vital in challenging situations. Those traits can be the difference between life and death … at the Edge
of the World. 3
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GEARREVIEW

C39v2 BLADE
The AK design is the most widely used firearm on planet earth,
and this 7.62x 39 “pistol” (with stabilizing brace) requires no
special SBR fees or licensing from the government. Many shooters have heard the quote, “The purpose for a pistol is to fight
your way back to a rifle …” and many CCW pistol carriers have
chosen to legally secure theirs in the vehicle that regularly travels with them.When space is limited, this AK might be the right
tool for the job. www.centuryarms.com
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How does shooting on a range prepare us to make
split second, life changing decisions to center punch
a bad guy in real life?
BY: GREG LAPIN / PHOTOS COURTESY VATATRAININGCENTER.COM

T

he truth is, it doesn’t. If you fancy
yourself as a gunfighter and have only
attended square range training—no
matter how whiz bang, ninja, advanced, Navy
SEAL, high level it was—you are really only
working on your marksmanship skills. You
may have done so in a variety of manners, positions and states of fatigue, but you are no
closer to being a gunfighter. Being a gunfighter connotes being in “gunfights.”

The fact of the matter is, most people who
attend these square range shooting courses
will never be in a real gunfight. That’s like
training jiu-jitsu your whole life on only a
grappling dummy. There’s never any resistance. You’re never forced to make decisions
based on someone else’s actions.You’re never
forced to abandon your original game plan
and shift gears to something else. For training purposes, the closest thing to being in a

real gunfight is being in a fake gunfight. That
is what occurs during “Force on Force” training using one of the many brands of marking
cartridges available while facing real people
with real body language, real escalation of
force considerations, real adrenaline and actual independent thought.This is what is necessary to refine your decision-making cycles.
Our (VATA Training Center) Intro to Force
on Force training course specifically deals
with concealed carry engagements from
point blank to contact ranges, which, in layman’s terms, is hand shake (or punch) distance to hugging (grappling) distance. This is
an absolute reality for concealed carriers.You
don’t have the luxury of drawing your pistol

FORCE ON FORCE
TRAINING The Missing Ingredient

LEARN TO DEAL WITH
CONCEALED CARRY
ENGAGEMENTS FROM
CONTACT DISTANCE.
8
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FORCE ON FORCE

You run the risk
of getting into
an entangled fight
or worse yet,

being
disarmed.

Learn how to stay on your feet, if
you go to the ground how to end
up or get on top, and then how to
get back to your feet quickly and
efficiently.

on everyone that you think might be a little
sketchy when they come toward you. If you
did that, you would be arrested.
I encourage alertness and awareness skills,
but many people are robbed every year at
extremely close distances.You may not know
you’re in danger, being robbed, etc. until they
are very close. At that proximity, you run
the risk of getting into an entangled fight
or worse yet, being disarmed. How do you
decide when to draw? How do you decide

JULY 2018 TACTICS & PREPAREDNESS

when to shoot? How do you learn
the realistic techniques to control
someone so you don’t end up on
the ground, or at least on the bottom of the fight? Realistic, scenariobased force on force training is the
answer.
Gun fighting encompasses much,
much more than shooting skills. I
don’t care how much multicam kit
you wear on the weekend when
burning it down whilst doing push
ups and flipping tires and laying underneath cars saying, “Bust ‘em!” We
often talk about being a complete
combatant. Is the shooting and range stuff
important? Sure, it is, but knowledge of tactics and the ability to utilize those tactics and
make decisions while under stress is, in my
humble opinion, even more important.
What are your unarmed combatives capabilities? Do you regularly train in boxing,
grappling or something of the sort? What is
your fitness level like? Can you sustain a fight
for a minute or more? I’m sure a lot of you are
reading this, nodding your head laughing at

the idea of sustaining a fight for one minute,
but come join me on the mat and I promise
you, if you don’t regularly train in combatives,
grappling, boxing or something of the sort, I
can wear you out in a minute, so badly, that
you’ll want to puke and pass out. I don’t say
this to be condescending. I say this because it
is what I see in almost every class.You have to
be realistic about your capabilities. You don’t
get good at shooting by watching shooting
videos on YouTube. You don’t get grappling
and fighting skills by watching UFC and you
don’t get in shape by hitting the gym when
you feel like a slob, once every two weeks.
You may have heard a lot of very reputable instructors give the advice to get out of
your comfort zone, do the hard things, do the
things you’re not good at, and I whole heartedly agree.Training has come a long way over
the last century.We have learned how to condition our mind, our body and our emotions
to stress. There’s a reason beginner shooting
courses move a bit slower, the instructors
probably don’t raise their voices much, you’re
not doing a lot of movement and you certainly aren’t doing any physical exertion to get
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FORCE ON FORCE
your heart and breath rates up. You are not
yet inoculated to the stressors of shooting.
As you progress down the path, the courses
can speed up a bit, the instructors can amp
up their presence and the immediacy of the
drills, and they may add in some sort of physical exercise and decision making or calculation. You are slowly being inoculated to all
these stressors. Force on force training is the
ultimate culmination of this escalation.
Imagine coming head to head with a real
person—a real person who wants to shoot
you or stab you or smash your head in. Getting shot with marking cartridges hurts, getting slashed with a shock knife hurts, getting
slammed on a matted floor and dominated
hurts, and it’s all terrifying. No longer do you
have to have the question in your head,“What
would I do if I had to shoot someone?” With
force on force training there can be no argument of who shot who or where someone
was shot. Unlike the old days of cops and
robbers when we were kids, with marking
cartridges it’s clear as day. The rounds leave
distinctive marks identifying where you were
shot, where you shot the bad guy, or both.
Our Intro to Force on Force starts with a
day of combatives fundamentals. We discuss
principles of standup grappling, footwork
and control techniques. There’s a lot of wrestling and jiu-jitsu involved to learn the core
of how to stay on your feet, if you go to the
ground how to end up or get on top, and then
how to get back to your feet quickly and efficiently. Of course, this all centers around a
pistol and trying to exercise the deadly force
option as quickly and safely as possible. We
also cover pistol retention both in and out
of the holster. Day two rapidly progresses
into positional scenarios. This essentially
means that we start the student in a certain
position with our instructor entangled with
50/50 under hooks, on the ground in guard
and when we say “GO” you have to try to get
to a deadly force option. All this is done with
the instructor wearing a full protective suit
and head gear and the student wearing combatives head gear as well. After the positional
training is completed, we move into decision
making scenarios. We use staged arguments,
domestic disputes and armed robberies to set
the stage and watch the show unfold. Each
scenario is different, because people all react
differently. We only use skilled instructors
for our bad guys so they can constructively
customize their reactions based on the individual student and help drive the scenario to
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hammer the learning points
home. They are not fighting
to defeat the student for the
sake of “winning”, they are
fighting to provide the student realistic, thought-out
training opportunities with
consequences for ineffective
actions.
Force on force training is
not the time or place to hone
your combat shooting skills
and marksmanship. That already needs to be a solid
skillset. Challenging force on
force training allows you to
work your reaction to stressors, your combat mindset, THE AUTHOR (IN CAMMIES) WITH FIGHTERS
your will to prevail, and your AT VIDA BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU IN MANDEVILLE,
tactics. Whether it be entan- LOUISIANA.
gled gunfighting or full team
Square range training is important, and
Close Quarters Battle (CQB), force on force is
necessary. Foam dummies and paper targets that’s where everyone must start. If you can’t
don’t react and they don’t have a game plan efficiently and consistently draw your pistol
of their own. If your combative and fighting and hit your target, it is too soon to add adskills are not good enough, you will know. ditional complexity. You need to have a solid
There will be no guessing or unrealistic no- foundation of marksmanship fundamentals
tions of capability. You will end up on the before there is value in starting to introduce
ground with your gun getting taken from you stress into the training. Once you’ve attended
some professional shooting courses, howevand you will get shot.
If your CQB and room clearing tactics er, you need to keep a realistic view about
aren’t up to par, the bad guys in the building your capabilities and attend some worthare going to shoot you.There are no “what ifs” while force on force courses. See what areas
and no boasting about your failure drill on a you are lacking in and go fix them. The fight
includes: awareness skills, verbal and linguispaper target hung on the wall.
There are, however, some very impor- tic skills, unarmed combatives and effective,
tant aspects of force on force training that efficient gun handling. We need to inoculate
shouldn’t be overlooked. I strongly recom- ourselves to the stressors and chaos of deadly
mend making sure your trainer/school has attacks and gunfights so that we may use the
not just the training and knowledge, but also appropriate skill and tool at the appropriate
the real-world experience to back up what time and switch back and forth when needed.
they are putting out. Safety is first and fore- The only way to do that is either go out and
most. Make sure you are wearing the proper get into a bunch of fights and gunfights or
gear. These projectiles will embed in your learn from professionals in a safe and conskin if hit right and can most certainly take trolled environment, conducting realistic sceout an eye. Second, without specific, scripted narios with trained OpFor in force on force
training objectives, students can get lost in training. Do your research, find reputable
what is actually happening and the training trainers and go get some! 3
can embed training scars—that is, it could reinforce ineffective or counterproductive ac- BIO
tions or fail to disincentivize them. Third, it is Greg Lapin was a detective in the New Orleans
crucial that there is an experienced Oppos- Police Department’s Criminal Investigative Buing Force (OpFor) to ensure that training ob- reau. He served on U.S. Government protective
jectives are met and that the scenario doesn’t security details in high-threat regions. He is a
simply turn into a paintball war of shoot ‘em principal of VATA Training Center in Slidell, LA
up. Adversaries must act and react appropri- (www.vatatrainingcenter.com) and Vida Braately for the training to have value.
zilian Jiu-Jitsu (www.vidabjj.com).
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PIXABAY-LIFE-OF-PIX

Hot Weather
Driving

Stay Alive,
Stay Comfortable

T

he warm air and sun beating down
on your car while it sits in a parking
lot takes a toll. The light from the sun
wreaks havoc on automotive finishes. They
bleach out and fade, and clear coating may
blister. The darker finishes are affected the
most. Paste waxes are the best, but there are
liquid finishes that hold up for a long time
too. The best way to protect your vehicle is
to keep it out of the sun. Having your car in
a garage is always preferred to leaving it out
when the weather is hot.
The sun that comes through the windows
on a hot summer day can fade the upholstery
and damage the plastics used in the interiors.
They will fade and become brittle over time.
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PIXABAY-FREE-PHOTOS

There are some things that you might want to keep in
mind when you are driving in summer weather.
BY: BRUCE REICHEL
Desiccant sprays applied regularly will help
extend their life and maintain their appearance. The weather seals on your doors will
dry out in hot, dry weather and can loose
their seal to keep out dust and water.
I like to put desiccant materials on my
wiper blades all year long to maintain their
flexibility and to keep them from drying
out. It makes them clean better and keeps
them more pliable, so they last a lot longer
and don’t start splitting at the ends. Another
thing that can help with your visibility in all
situations is maintaining your windshield
washer fluid. I am a fan of Rain-X products.
The washer fluid they sell cleans the windshield and leaves a coating that helps the wa-

Hot sun can wreck havoc on a vehicle, blistering clear
coatings, fading fabrics, and making plastics brittle.
ter run off the glass. Some waxes work just as
well, but some of them will streak and make
your wipers hop. I have been using Rain-X for
years. It comes in a spray bottle and is easy
to use. Their latest offering is a glass cleaner
that leaves behind the water repellant. They
generally advise buffing it to remove the haze
it leaves behind when it dries. They suggest
buffing it off. I just pour or squirt some water
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HOT WEATHER DRIVING

Rain-X can help keep your
windshield clear during a
heavy summer storm.
on it and the haze disappears as the water
runs off of it. Some advantages to these products are that when you are on the freeways
and going above 35-40 mph you don’t need
to run your wipers and you can see through
your entire windshield. It works particularly
well at night. I have been driving at night and
not noticed it was raining until I saw that the
roads were wet. Rain-X and similar products
can keep your entire windshield clear. In
fact, at highway speed when driving through
a downpour the rain is blown off so quickly that you can see well through the entire
windshield instead of that narrow little pie
shaped slice that follows the wiper back and
forth. This also happens when you are overtaking a truck and the spray from it tends to
be blinding otherwise.
One of the things that I am most rigid
about are tires. As an ex-racer, tire tester and
security trainer I learned a great deal about
tires under all kinds of conditions. With higher temperatures comes more tire heat. Tire
pressures are determined by how hot the tire
gets when in use. Static or cold tire temperatures are controlled by the air temperature.
When the summer sun is on a tire, it heats it
up. This causes the pressure to increase. Tire
pressures should be set with this in mind.
Don’t set pressures with one side facing the
sun. I have seen tire pressures vary from one
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side of the vehicle to
the other as much as
10 psi on a Suburban. I
don’t like the concept
of setting cold tire pressures. I prefer to drive a
vehicle between 20-30
minutes before setting
its pressures. After I
have the tires at operating temperature I set them about five psi
less than the highest recommended pressure
listed on the sidewall of the tire.This will put
them in their optimum pressure range should
I need to use them in an emergency situation.
Low tire pressures cause a tire to flex more
and produce more heat. Low tires lead to
blowouts. One time I followed a woman up
to a stop light. As I did so, I noticed her left
rear tire was dangerously low. Since the traffic light had just changed to red I got out and
went up to her driver’s window and told her
that her tire was low. I noticed the symbol on
her dash lights for a low tire pressure.
“Excuse me Ma’am do you see that yellow
light on your dashboard is on?”
“Yes, what’s that all about anyway?” she
asked.
This type of scene has played out with me
before. A lot of the drivers on the road don’t
understand what these lights tell them. While

PIXABAY-STOCKSNAP, HUTCHROCK

Pay close
attention to
your tires.
Summertime
heat will
increase the
pressure in
your tires and
may cause a
blow out.

I was in Iraq I discovered that low tire pressures inside tires with Pate Cells (run flats)
are vulnerable to wheel damage from running into potholes. At too low a pressure the
tire can deform enough to let it transfer the
force of the impact to the Pate Cell bending
the wheel inward enough to cause the inside of the wheel to hit the brake caliper and
causing severe feedback through the steering
wheel. I have also seen tires melting at the
bead due to the high brake temperature of
the armored Subs. Raising the tire pressures
will keep the tires cooler and may prevent
these problems.
If you see or smell coolant or see a temperature warning light on your instrument
panel that looks like a thermometer, it indicates your engine is overheating. If you have
a gauge, check it. If you can’t stop right away,
turn on your heater. There is some cool coolant in it that will feed into your cooling sys-
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HOT WEATHER DRIVING

A lot of drivers don’t understand what their
dashboard warning lights are telling them.
tem. You should see a temperature drop if
you do this. If the temperature doesn’t go
down and hot air is not coming out of your
heater, you have a major leak and should stop
as soon as you have a place to pull off and
let it cool. You should try to identify where
the coolant is leaking from before you try to
pour anything in it to act as coolant. It may
be possible to tape hoses enough to slow a
leak down sufficiently to make it to a place
to get help. If the radiator is leaking, a temporary seal can be made by putting coffee
grounds or a raw egg into the radiator. If you
have electric cooling fans make sure they are
operating. If your alternator light also came
on, it’s likely you have lost the belt that drives
your water pump.
There is something that you should be
aware of that can help you stay cool in an
air-conditioned car. Most new cars have a
cabin air filter. Dust can clog them and limit
the amount of air that passes through them.
This is something you should check if you are
driving in a dusty environment. In most cars
they are located under the dashboard on the
passenger side or behind the glove box.They
are pretty easy to change and there are good
videos on YouTube showing how to change
them. I have talked to drivers who say that
their A/C doesn’t seem to work well when
they get out on the highways. They take it to
the shop and they charge the system and it
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seems to be working fine until they take it
back out on the freeway. This may be an airflow problem under your car.
I was working in South Carolina and we
had a fleet of cars that we were preparing for
summer training. I took these cars out to test
them. Some of the cars A/C units couldn’t be
run continuously, and the cars would overheat. I parked one of the problem cars next
to a good one and looked them over carefully.
I parked them side by side and discovered
something that was different about them.
I noticed that the one that overheated was
missing a piece of plastic that was mounted
under the front of the radiator. Then I went
and checked all the cars that had that piece
and the ones that didn’t. The cars that were
missing the plastic blade were the cars that
overheated.The others didn’t overheat.
The explanation for this is quite logical.
As the air goes in your grill and through the
radiator it needs to find a way out of the engine compartment. The way for it to escape
is down and out under the car. The problem
with some cars is that some of the air flowing
on the front of our cars goes underneath it.
When it does it creates a high-pressure area
under the car. When this happens, it stalls the
air coming through the radiator and can’t cool
as well.The blade that sticks down under the
car deflects a portion of this high-pressure air
out to the sides and creates a low-pressure

area under the engine supporting the airflow
through the radiator. The undersides of cars
today are designed to assist the air passing
through the radiator. Many of them get damaged or torn off of cars when people drive
onto parking islands or curbs.
Hot sunny days heat up asphalt roads
which causes the oils in and on the pavement
to liquefy and rise to its’ surface. If there have
been a number of hot sunny days and then it
rains a driver needs to be reminded that the
rain will cause the oil to float up from the
roadway making the surface very slippery,
especially when the rain first begins. Sometimes, when driving up a hill with a front
wheel drive vehicle in the rain, drivers experience wheel spin at the front tires. First, it
might be a good idea to check your front tires
for wear when you stop. Sometimes it’s not
the tires, but in fact, the car is hydroplaning.
On well-driven asphalt roads the summer sun
causes the asphalt to soften and become pliable. The heavy traffic will subtly change the
surface from flat to a wear pattern that has
two troughs that correspond to the width
of the tires. When it rains, water will flow
into the two troughs and flow down the hill.
When a car goes up the hill and the weight
transfers to the back of the vehicle wheel
spin can occur. The driver should adjust his
lane placement more to the side to escape
the deep flowing water in the troughs.
Recently, someone I knew was having persistent car problems with the same issues
over and over. I got her a device for her car
that can diagnose problems. It’s called FIXD.
This plug-in device can diagnose problems,
inform the drivers of recalls, show locations
of garages and show the range of costs for the
repairs. It uses the standard diagnostic port
which most cars have. It goes through an app
on your cell phone and is a great $60 investment. I have them on my cars.
If you venture out into areas where help
is not close by, I recommend you confirm
you have the skills, spares, tools and some of
the automotive fluids that you might need if
things were to go badly. Stay safe and enjoy
your summer. 3
BIO
Bruce Reichel began training counter terrorist driving in 1976 at BSR. He served there for
28 years and was their senior driving instructor. He is the author of the novel: Mona (Dorrance Publishing) and currently instructs
with RKI Group (www.rkigroup.net).
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Four Terrorist Attacks That Shaped Israeli Tactics:
Experiences before the Year 2000. How does one fight
a terrorist who is killing helpless victims?
BY: MICKEY HARGAASH

I

sraeli governmental security organizations
had much experience with terror attacks
in the 20th century, especially outside the
country’s borders. The same could not (previously) be said within community settlements.
The Israel Defense Force (IDF) had only
a few experiences with terrorist killing attacks until recent years, and no professional
doctrine had been formed to face the threat.
The military CT tactics and special forces ac-

tivities were directed solely toward the wellknown hostage terrorist takeovers, like the
famous Entebbe rescue operation in 1976.
During the “hang gliding night” in 1987 and
the “pitch forks night” in 1992, terrorists infiltrated military compounds and killed numerous soldiers until they were shot at on one
occasion and ran away with stolen M16s on
the other.
Lessons learned included very long sum-

maries focusing on personal blame. The HIC
(High Intensity Conflict) was the only relevant interest, and there was no decision made
to form any doctrinal knowledge in relation
to the LIC (Low Intensity Conflict), in particular the terror killing attacks.
Civilian community settlements had little
experience either, though they had the ambition to prepare for terrorist threats, along
with volunteers. The threats materialized in
the year 2000 with the “Palestinian Intifada,”
but expertise was not yet available. Defeating
suicide bombers by using basically-trained
civilians in an urban environment on three
different occasions at the beginning of 2002
established a new effort. Local efforts to combat terrorism could be helpful, but somebody
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We can learn
from the IDF’s
experiences
with terrorism.
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WIKIPEDIA

Ed. Note: Can citizens interdict active shooters and terrorists?
If the deluge of criminal infiltration of the U.S./Mexico border
does not abate, would it make sense to deputize posses of
armed citizens for security assistance? This month, we explore
the Israeli experience with a counter-terrorism officer that the
U.S. government sent me abroad to learn from many years ago.

WIKIPEDIA

The Israeli government had much
experience dealing with terror attacks
outside their borders, but until recently,
not within their own communities.

had to take responsibility. In 2002 the IDF
made a decision to “adopt” the combatant
local-effort approach and opened a special
CT school for civilian groups in community settlements. It also pushed for a crossorganizations exchange of knowledge in order to develop the proper doctrine needed.
This was the beginning of establishing civil
defense to combat terror in the community
environment in Israel.
ELEY SINAI, 2001
Basic data: A terrorist attack in a small neighborhood at a civilian settlement near Gaza.
Two terrorists; approximately three hours
of ongoing killing; many military forces, including special forces, with no organized or
trained civilian force around at the time.
Timetable: Taken by the division’s operations room and made available to the public:
19:25 hours: Two terrorists infiltrated a
military-secured civilian settlement. They
shot a soldier and walked around for about an
hour shooting and throwing many grenades
in between the houses. Military teams did not
make any contact with them.
20:30: After a local civilian called the operations room and directed authorities to the
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precise location, military forces started to
close on the two.
20:50: A cordon was placed around the
house where the terrorists shut themselves
in.
22:50: The terrorists were hit by snipers
after trying to escape by pretending to be a
terrorist kidnapping a civilian.
Outcome: Two killed; 16 wounded; two
terrorists killed.
Disadvantages were the endless time needed for engagement, the large military employment and the lack of knowledge to enable
efficient use of combat forces.
Lessons learned were written at all levels
and included very long lists, though the focus
was not on personal blame. The basic understanding was that the conservative equation
of Terrorists=hostage situations does not
work, and time until engagement (of terrorists) is highly important.
MARGANIT, 2002
Basic data: A terrorist attack on a small military compound near Gaza, only 30 meters in
length.The attack lasted for 15 minutes.There
were two terrorists – policemen of the General Security Police Force, 11 infantry trained

soldiers with no CT training asleep, three
guards on duty.
Timetable: taken by the division’s operations room and made available to the public:
02:50:A last warning was given following a
few others of a fence cut a few hundred meters from the compound. No one bothered to
check the warning.
03:01: Shooting and grenade explosions
were heard from the compound. Two terrorists shot at the guard at the gate from a
distance of 15 meters. He was not hurt, and
in fact he ran to call his commander. The
other two guards did not initiate any contact,
as they were afraid to leave their posts. No
contact by sight or fire was initiated by the
awakening soldiers. The terrorists walked
around and kept shooting in all directions in
the compound.
03:10: Reinforcement arrived with the
major, second in command of the battalion,
who found that no one was actually doing
anything, aside from some aimless shooting.
He was the only one to move around in the
compound and was hit while fighting.
03:16: After local soldiers started to aim
and shoot from static posts, one terrorist was
hit and the other one ran away.
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The number of
terrorists in a
single attack is
usually somewhere
between one
and a few. The
backgrounds
of terrorists
range from no
professional
training to
police level.

Outcomes: Three were killed, seven
wounded; two terrorists killed, including one
at the end of a pursuit at 07:00.
Disadvantages start with the near endless
time that was needed to shoot the terrorists
at virtually no distance. This is added to be
an “on-guard team” available inside the compound, which had the best starting point,
even better than that of a “stand-by team” located nearby.
Lessons learned were written at all levels and included very long lists. Focus was on
personal blame, and still no connection was
made to the method of fighting and training
of combatants.
ITAMAR, 2002
Basic data: A terrorist attack on a civilian
settlement in Samaria, starting with shooting
in the neighborhood and finally shooting civilians inside one of the houses. One terrorist was involved as were many military and
police forces, with no civilian trained force
available.
Timetable: Not available.
21:00: One terrorist infiltrated, fired rounds
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and threw grenades while he walked around
the neighborhood. Finally, he entered a house
and shot the children and parents inside.
A police special operations unit performed
a cordon around the house and started rescuing the victims. The unit had to improvise
since the scenario did not meet any hostage
situation that was familiar at that time; thus,
the unit went in using grenades. Three kids
were saved, though injured, and the terrorist
who tried to escape through a window on
the second floor was shot by a sniper.
Outcomes: Five were killed—three of them
children—and three children were wounded.
Disadvantages were the excessive time needed to shoot the terrorist and the inappropriate combat tactics used by the on-scene police unit.
Lessons learned focused on the improvements needed with the CT combat tactics. At
a different level, a military decision was made
to create a designated school for local civil
combatant groups.
ITAMAR, 2004
Basic data: Multiple terrorist actions started

with shooting at civilian vehicles. They were
driving along a road located in an orchard
contour that connected two separate neighborhoods of the settlement.
Timetable: Was measured according to a
reconstruction of the event I conducted in
the field.
10:30: A report was heard of local civilians
being shot at on the inner road mentioned
above. Four members of the local civilian
combat team heard it on the military radio,
along with several shots they could hear from
the mentioned direction.A military team on a
logistics mission with a vehicle nearby also
heard it. They were asked to observe until
the standby team of the military company in
charge and the commander would join them.
10:40: Four civilian members mentioned
above took their weapons and rushed towards the observing military vehicle to get
more information.They saw a civilian vehicle
on the road and thought it might be a car being attacked.
10:45: They spread into a square formation
and, under the orchard’s cover, ran towards
the car. From this distance they managed to
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AREA
THE ATTACKERS CHOOSE
Wherever helpless victims can be attacked
and killed, defensive ability is needed whether on the streets or inside houses, whether
on a military compound or in a soldier’s bedroom or in an ambush on an orchard side
road.
Implications: Defense of, and coverage
of, an entire area is problematic, especially
against terrorists. A possible solution would
be to form available local standby combat
groups.
CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE THREAT
The number of terrorists in a single attack is
usually somewhere between one and a few.
The backgrounds of terrorists range from no
professional training to police level. Their
professional ability is generally very low.They
usually need a great deal of time to “achieve
deaths,” even when the helpless don’t fight
back, despite their possession of assault rifles
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and grenades and the close ranges they use.
Their advantages include the ability to operate as excellent hunters, their ability to use
the element of surprise and their ability to
get as close as possible to their targets. The
sacrificing element varies; sometimes they

combatant group had to improvise in relation
to the non-familiar orchard contour, without
waiting for the military force. It actually succeeded well in initiating a swift engagement
and neutralizing the ambushing terrorist. The
idea of the need for special units in order to
PIXABAY - FREE-PHOTOS

see a civilian shooting another civilian lying
next to the car while trading his rifle for one
on the ground. Then, after he shot at them
and they made a brief attempt to identify
themselves, they determined it was the terrorist.
10:48:They shot and killed him.As the military standby team arrived, they passed on a
command for a secondary search around the
entire orchard area.
Outcomes: One terrorist killed, one civilian killed—the new security officer in charge
of the settlement rushed into the orchards
when he heard the shots. Advantages were
the relatively short time needed for engagement, even though the terrorist was distant
and ambushing, and the absence of need for
large military employment. It was a local civilian combatant standby team which pursued
contact and shot the terrorist.
Lessons learned were written very briefly. It appeared that both civilian and military
forces can supplement each other, along with
the effectiveness of combatant civil groups.
Urgent development of contact emphasized
for an actively shooting terrorist, not when
the terrorist is quiet, ambushing and not actively killing.
The tragic killing attacks portrayed above
presented a new challenge, which emphasized the logic and importance of local combatant groups.

Terrorists use the element of surprise and their ability to get
as close as possible to their targets.
tried to run away, but generally they didn’t
even try.
Implications: The average terrorist is not
a demon. It would be reasonable to marshal
efficient resistance against him by using locally designated and trained combatant groups.
FRIENDLIES: KNOW-HOW,
LEARNING ABILITY
AND COOPERATION
Knowledge of how to combat a specific
threat is highly important. The availability
of such knowledge is generally not obvious
and even special forces units in the area
will not necessarily help effectively. At Eley
Sinay two terrorists kept more than five different military forces busy while shooting
for several hours (some of them were special forces designated for hostage situations)
and the whole scenario was limited to only
a small neighborhood. At Marganit, welltrained infantry combatants were attacked,
but that did not help them save themselves.
Flexibility and learning during combat is not
limited to military forces. In Itamar, 2002, a
police force had improvised according to
the goals and the situation and succeeded to
a certain degree. In Itamar, 2004, the civilian

fight terrorists is not always justified. Local civilian combatants can act more efficiently in
certain contexts. Cooperation between local
civilians and combat forces is essential. This
includes civilians directly confronting terrorists and coordination/de-confliction between
the various forces. In Itamar, 2004, mutual radio frequencies shortened the response time,
as implemented by the civilian standby combatant group.
Implications: Properly trained local civilian combatant groups could be a highly valuable part of the defense puzzle when terrorist attacks take place in their own community
environment.
THE TERRORISTS AND
THOSE WHO FIGHT THEM
Based on the incidents studied in part one,
one can say that the threat faced included
one or more attackers using assault weapons
or explosives in an attempt to kill as many
as possible as quickly as possible, after which
they disappear just as quickly. Suicide bombers, for example, don’t present a basic innovation in method. They simply improve speed
and efficiency, particularly in the disappearing stage.
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An accepted paradigm in Israel is that
when facing terrorist attacks, everyone turns
into a counter terrorist combatant. Every
man, woman and child is forced to take part,
using their capabilities, judgment, and wisdom. This is exactly what happened in the
fourth airplane on September 11th, 2001.
Accordingly, the logical thing to do is to
turn helpless civilian victims into organized
and efficient groups, simply to make sure
they can achieve the basic goal of defensive
survival. This is the importance of local organized groups.
THE LEADING QUESTIONS WE
ASKED OURSELVES WERE:
1. Do killing attacks compel us to recruit
locals for the combatant job?
2. Is it reasonable to use counter terrorist
(CT) civilian groups against vicious
terrorists?
3. How do local groups fit in the entire
puzzle, and how can official forces help?
4. What would be the benefit?
5. What does it cost?
THE BOTTOM LINE
Local effort as the last line of defense.
The use of civilian groups does not change
the importance of military “territorial defense” and civil law enforcement operations.
Their use simply attempts to supplement it
in its weak points by means of cooperation.
Israeli aviation, for example, uses the same
guidelines:“Security in the air is made on the
ground” to prevent terrorists from reaching
the airplanes. In addition, this policy is combined with combatants on the airplanes as
the last line of defense.
The activity of all security organizations in
covering all areas and most threats is highly
important for preventing terrorism. Unfortunately, terrorists sometimes find holes
through which to infiltrate. The definition of
the chosen sites is “limited” to built-up areas
and transportation, which is practically everywhere people are located. The contribution
of local CT groups is highly important when
all other security efforts fail.
Efficiency of local combatants vs. vicious terrorists. Quick-responding tactical
groups, cooperating with both community
and military or police commands, will counter infiltrating terrorists most efficiently when
fighting for their families in their own environment.Terrorists’ fighting skills are generally poor when compared to professional com-
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batants; on the other hand, terrorists act as
“excellent hunters” when approaching their
targets at virtually no distance and using assault weapons and explosives. Nevertheless,
locally trained combatant groups set up an efficient resistance. They are highly motivated,
they know their environment best, and they
are at the right place at the critical time. All
they need is the proper training added to a
general military background. Security forces
and police are always important, as many
events do not favor singular solutions. Passing command from “locals” to “regulars” is an
important element in all scenarios. It should
always be exercised and implemented.
Several benefits are added with the formation of local standby teams. Making use
of individual needs and group dynamics is
highly important, as the community environment has a great deal to offer. Proper use of
these elements while training local standby
teams will even contribute back to the community. The cooperation and communication
between governmental security forces in
charge and the community will also improve,
as everyone becomes part of mutual efforts
towards mutual goals, and shares the responsibility for achieving those goals.
Knowledge and operations infrastructure
is needed for combat, for operational control
and for training. A formal security organization has to adopt and lead all local civilian
security activity. A network structure of organizations is essential for preparedness and for
the purpose of channeling all knowledge and
capabilities in order to experience manifestation efficiently in real time.
Specific knowledge is rare and does not
cross over between combat units and governmental organizations. Directed employment
of civilian instruction firms has its benefits,
with retirees as instructors combining crossorganizational knowledge. Nevertheless,
command presence is needed to make sure
everyone is striving for the same goals. “It’s
a shame we gain more insight from you than
from our own,” an American officer once told
me after a debriefing that concluded a long
night of counter-guerrilla drills for his force.
Besides thanking him for his appreciation,
the only thing I could add was, “Welcome to
the club.”
Training should not be of long duration,
but must be specific and focused, with emphasis on preparedness, independent capabilities to strive for contact, efficient fighting
and improvisation. In addition, “joining abil-

ity” is needed in order to form a rapid, local
network that will close on the attacking terrorists. Control and professional guidance
is important for making sure that, whatever
damage is caused, only the enemy is responsible for it. No one should suffer damage
caused by professional negligence or safety
violations at the training sites.
HELPLESS VICTIMS WITH
MILITARY OUTFITS OR WITH
BLUE JEANS; IS IT THE SAME?
Studying attacks on both civilian and military
sites emphasizes two issues: first is the description of the “demon” as simply one or a
few bad guys who come to kill; second is the
significant need for someone to take immediate action.
As long as you act. A simple CT warfare
approach recognizes only three sides to terrorist attacks: attackers, helpless victims and
the combatants. The actions to stop the attackers should be similar, regardless of the
nature and the specificity of the individual or
individuals who pull the trigger: a man or a
woman, wearing a uniform or jeans … as long
as they are nearby and act to hit effectively.
Relevant micro tactics are similar. An
attack by nonmilitary armed persons on a
military compound is formally defined as
guerrilla. In this case, however, the definition does not serve our study purpose.At two
a.m., sleeping soldiers are operationally identical to helpless civilians for perhaps twenty
seconds (which brings us back to the terror
definition).This is the time the guards should
implement their capabilities: aggressive, disciplined and swift drills, instead of secured
and slow counter-guerilla tactics or forceful
and destructive infantry drills. Examination of
the combatants’ micro tactics (at the specified time mentioned) reveals the attack on a
military compound to be similar to an attack
on a civilian target.
Other items for comparison include the
community’s social dynamics, which must
be close to combatant military units with respect to volunteering, contributing and sacrifice.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
NEEDED TO COUNTERACT
TERRORIST ATTACKS
Organizational nets. “The strategy of the
weak” that world terror uses is designated
to infiltrate and hit randomly, as opposed to
the orderly, mannered fighting of symmetric
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forces. Organizational researchers (Miles &
Snau, 1994; Emery & Trist, 1965) have written
about the business “stormy environment” that
compels organizations to share coalitions and
cooperate in a net dynamic manner.The same
logic could be transferred into a network of
intelligence and quick-responding tactical organizations that will stop terrorist infiltration.
World terrorism itself works that way. Why
can’t we? This network must include civilian
local teams that will cooperate with governmental organizations and will be directed towards mutual goals.
A common language is already available.
Many war and strategy researchers (Clausewitz, Harkabi, 1990) have written about war
being a social “structure” used to settle conflicts since the dawn of history. It actually
includes everything needed for fighting (and
better, peace) purposes—no need for new inventions.The only thing needed, for example,
is to make the adaptations from the H.I.C.
(high intensity conflict) to the L.I.C. (low intensity conflict).
Making use of psychological and sociological elements. Civilians, like soldiers,
are humans with needs and beliefs. Researchers (Roethlisberger & Dickson, 1939; Lazarus,
1984) have written about “group dynamics”
and the importance of “capability sensations”
under psychological stress. These emphasize
the influence on the goals and efforts of the
individual. Accordingly, it is important to
make use of group dynamics and individual
needs by channeling them through the process of CT-designated training. This would
establish the founding of civilian combatant
groups and even contribute back to the community.
LOCAL REQUIREMENTS NEEDED
TO COUNTERACT TERRORISTS?
Community Level
Community social elements such as volunteering and relevant committees should be
used in order to strengthen ties and establish
preparedness. Openness and encouragement
among all sides leads to the best communication and helps to make sure all sides enjoy
meeting, practicing and cooperating in both
routine and emergency situations.
Formal and informal communication with
security organizations must be established,
along with inter-community operations
rooms. Civilians can be the “spread sensors,”
to lead combat forces when striving for
contact in the neighborhood. They will also
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Boston marathon bombing.

Quick-responding tactical groups, cooperating with both
community and military or police commands, will counter
infiltrating terrorists most efficiently when fighting for
their families in their own environment.
spread information rapidly within the community itself.
Response standby teams that serve as
groups of armed civilians are essential. These
should be capable of responding immediately as professional forces designated to react
against any terrorist attack in their own territory. Procedures to pass on command must
be practiced between civilian groups and the
security forces that will come to help.
Knowledge and operations infrastructure
are needed for combat, operations control
and training. A formal security organization
has to adopt and lead all local civilian security activity.
Technology will complete the above for
better gathering of information and warning. People normally become overly-excited
about it, though in most cases technology is
simply a supplementary accessory for the response forces.

and survival. The alert system should not include more than basic procedures and equipment for the individual. Equipment must enable quick actions and efficiency. Only basic
equipment is needed for movement, fighting,
identification, and communication. The less
the better.
Improvised joining ability is essential for
the sake of synergy while operating in order
to avoid wasting time on formal operational
orders and briefings. This should include
principles and training.
Area and behavior are highly important
in the context of acquaintanceship with the
local community. Organization and encouragement are needed to enable flexibility and
efficiency. Add some charismatic command,
inner hierarchy and training, and the community will enjoy a precious group of volunteers
in a crisis event. 3

Combat Teams Level
Professional micro tactics include the ability of individuals to act independently when
striving for contact. It involves the use of
head, body and weapon, without any need
for help from the group. This type of action
should enable safety and orderly-mannered
fighting, speed, improvisation, efficient killing
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PROFILES OF COURAGE
Whether you are facing a pistol wielding jihadist, facing the challenges of providing for your family or
looking for the courage to speak an unpopular truth, there are times when each of us can use a little
inspiration. Sometimes it helps to put your challenges in perspective. Sometimes it’s encouraging
to see how selfless human beings can be. This account is taken from multiple open source reports.
Lucas Peeters is a pseudonym.
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-year-old Benjamin Herman
converted to Islam in prison.
He had multiple previous arrests for robbery, assault and drug dealing, and
was reportedly placed on a terrorist watch list
for his association with known jihadis. On 29
May 2018, however, he was on the loose after
having been granted a short leave from prison
the day prior.
Around 10:30 a.m., outside the Aux Augustins café in Liege, Belgium, Herman followed
two middle-aged, female police officers as
they were inspecting parking meters. He
shouted “Allahu Akbar!” (Allah is greater!) and
incapacitated both of them with a box cutter.
He took their pistols and then executed them
with their own guns.

Herman continued on foot, opening fire on
a parked vehicle where he killed a 22-yearold man in the passenger seat, then entered
the Athénée de Waha high school. The jihadi
took a female cleaner hostage, but released
her after she convinced him that she was a
shariah adherent Muslim. Students had been
evacuated.
The killer left the school and encountered
several police officers. Both sides commenced
firing. Herman wounded multiple police officers as they fired a barrage in return. It is not
known if he looked up to see Officer Lucas
Peeters fire the shot that took his life and
ended his rampage.There is no indication that
Herman would have stopped his killing spree
other than by being killed. 3
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